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Highlighted Use 
Cases:

Accounts Payable
Automatic extraction of valuable 
information from text fields in 
invoices, payment orders and other 
accounting documents optimizes 
accounting tasks that are often 
handled manually. This drives 
higher operational efficiency, 
simplifies financial auditing and 
improves forecasting.

Compliance
ABBYY InfoExtractor can help 
designers and engineers in 
construction and other regulated 
industries identify specific 
equipment and within project 
documentation processes, 
together with their elements 
and characteristics. This 
ensures consistent compliance 
with regulations or project 
requirements – helping to avoid 
mistakes, mitigate risks and avoid 
financial sanctions.

Directed Review
Information-intensive transactions 
require that attorneys, engineers, 
bankers, risk managers and 
other professionals quickly and 
efficiently analyze and review 
complex documents. InfoExtractor’s 
intelligent understanding of 
documents enables these highly 
skilled professionals to navigate 
directly to relevant facts that are 
critical to each transaction.

For Software Vendors and 
Integrators
• Solve tasks that others cannot solve 

In comparison to traditional rule-based or 
statistical algorithms, the language-based 
capabilities of ABBYY InfoExtractor deliver 
deep analytical insight into meaning and 
relationships – unearthing business-critical 
facts from unstructured information.

• Solve critical tasks with high reliability 
ABBYY InfoExtractor delivers highly accurate 
and granular text analysis to reliably drive 
critical business processes that require deep 
information understanding. 

• Enjoy qualified linguistic services 
Training, ontology creation and the description 
and maintenance of extraction logic are all 
handled by the ABBYY expert team. 

For Enterprises and 
Government Organizations
• Reduce costs and increase efficiency 

Intelligent content capture technology 
automatically extracts critical information from 
documents to minimize expensive manual 
labor and optimize business processes.

• Make knowledge-based decisions 
ABBYY InfoExtractor’s highly accurate 
and granular insight into key facts from 
unstructured content enables a new 
generation of decision-making solutions.

• Identify and mitigate risk 
ABBYY InfoExtractor’s information analytics 
discovers “unknown unknowns,” making 
potential risks visible and manageable. 

Initiating a new generation of intelligent capture and language-based analytic solutions, ABBYY 
InfoExtractor enables enterprise customers as well as software developers to automate time-
consuming manual document attribution and further advance intelligent data capture processes. 
Language-based insight into unstructured information delivered by ABBYY InfoExtractor opens up 
new opportunities to action information and improve critical business processes that mitigate risks, 
increase efficiency and drive revenue.

ABBYY InfoExtractor SDK powers business analytics and optimizes content-intensive business 

processes by automatically extracting critical data from unstructured information. Built on ABBYY’s 

Compreno natural language processing technology, which operates on the level of meaning, it 

accurately identifies entities, facts and relationships between them — powering business processes 

that depend on reliable and granular content analysis.

ABBYY InfoExtractor SDK
Activate your data with powerful information extraction technology 
that reveals entities, events and relations across unstructured texts.
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System Requirements
• Operating system: 

Microsoft® Windows® 7 or later 
Microsoft® Windows Server® 2008 R2 or later

• Microsoft® Internet Information Services 7.0 or later

• Microsoft® .NET Framework 4.5 Full Profile

ABBYY InfoExtractor SDK

Key Features
Accurately extract entities, events, facts
Entity recognition identifies critical textual elements including persons, 
organizations, dates, geographic objects; events such as speech activities, 
commercial deals or crimes; and facts like citizenship, employment, family 
relationships. Powered by cutting-edge natural language processing 
Compreno technology, ABBYY InfoExtractor SDK recognizes and 
disambiguates entities and events at the level of meaning. 

Identify relationships between entities and events
Through deep language-based analysis of documents ABBYY 
InfoExtractor reveals relations between entities and events. 
Recognizing that an entity  has been replaced by a pronoun, or tracing 
its presence throughout a text, allows you to easily analyze the whole 
picture: e.g. to find the deals that link a buyer and a seller and identify 
the related financial figures or other information.

Add customized entities for specific cases
ABBYY InfoExtractor enables the creation of user ontology dictionaries 
to extract complicated entities that can be critical for business 
and need to be extracted with confidence (e.g. complex names like 
Aditya Prasad Kola, or organizations like Mengniu). An easy algorithm 
described in the SDK’s documentation to be easily added missing 
concepts within existing entity types. These new concepts will 
automatically submit the extraction rules.

Use custom ontologies for industry solutions
In addition to basic ontologies that include most common entities 
and events, ontologies for specific industries or processes can 
be customized or developed from scratch upon request by ABBYY 
professional linguistic services.

Work with text regardless of source
ABBYY’s world-famous Optical Character Recognition technology 
(OCR) is integrated into the ABBYY InfoExtractor enabling the analysis 
of scanned files (in tiff, jpeg and other graphic formats) and PDF-
documents. Likewise, if large volumes of scanned documents need to 
be processed ABBYY InfoExtractor can be seamlessly integrated with 
ABBYY Recognition Server.

Additional Usage Scenarios
Data capture optimization
Powering a new generation of intelligent content capture solutions, 
ABBYY InfoExtractor automates time-consuming manual attribution of 
documents and optimizes data capture processes.

Enhancing search capabilities 
Delivering accurate extraction of entities and related events, ABBYY 
InfoExtractor enriches document metadata and enables search tools 
with advanced faceted search capabilities.

Workflow automation
Automatic routing and alerting for unstructured documents like 
customer requests or incoming agreements can be effectively 
embedded into a company’s workflow to increase business process 
efficiency, including faster responses and enhanced customer support.


